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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the role of non-modal voice qualities
in Finnish talk-in-interaction, combining phonetic
observation with the methodological stance of
conversation analysis. It shows that speakers and listeners
both orient to non-modal voice qualities as signalling
relevant turn transition.

1. INTRODUCTION

The regulation and management of turn-taking in
conversation is an issue of fundamental importance in the
analysis of talk-in-interaction, and thus in developing a
phonology of conversation: an understanding of the
phonetic resources that are available to speakers, alongside
sequential, interactional, and other linguistic practices
(such as syntax and pragmatics) is a keystone of research
in the analysis of conversation [1].

When it comes to the role of voice quality in the
management of turn-taking, knowledge is rather
fragmentary, even for English. Among more recent work,
[2] have shown that in American English, words at the
ends of utterances have a higher rate of glottalisation than
utterance-medially, even within intonation phrases.
However, this is far from being a claim about the use of
creak to signal turn transition.

Knowledge about the intonation systems of Finnish has
been described as ‘more or less fragmentary’ [3: 317]. [3,
4, 5] agree that the basic pattern of Finnish is falling.
According to [3: 317] ‘in utterance-final positions creaky
voice very often occurs’, and this is associated with the
‘terminal intonation’ of ‘the ends of final statements’.
Neither Välimaa-Blum’s nor Iivonen’s claims are based
on an analysis of talk-in-interaction: like the English
material referred to above, they are based rather on either
read out sentences or anecdotal and informal observation.
The aim of this paper is to relate voice quality in Finnish
to one of speakers’ most common tasks in talk-in-
interaction, namely the management of turn-taking.

Transition relevance places (TRPs) are places in talk
where it is relevant, though not necessary, for speaker
transition to occur [6]. By ‘speaker transition’ is meant
that the right to talk is passed from one co-participant to
another; the concept is thus not relevant to talk which is
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ed as minimal, and makes relevant continued talk
e current speaker (eg ‘continuers’ such a m h m,
ced in overlap).

other research combining conversation analysis and
tics has demonstrated the importance of bundles of
dic features, including intonation, in signalling TRPs
ious varieties of English (eg. [7] for Ulster English),
little is known about either other languages or voice

y. This paper shows how voice quality in Finnish is
y speakers as a resource to mark out TRPs, and by
s to time their incoming talk appropriately so that it
treated eg as a competitive incoming.

us research has shown that transition relevance is
lly produced and oriented to holistically, using
tic, pragmatic and phonetic resources [8, 9]. [8] also

s that in certain circumstances, either syntactic or
tic resources alone can be enough to mark out
tion relevance. In this paper, I show, by a close
sis of a small number of fragments, how some of
interactions work.

2. DATA

rimary data are taken from radio phone-in shows
ed in Finland in Spring, 2000. Ten calls, each lasting

minutes were transcribed using a combination of
A and standard CA techniques (see [10] for more
s and for details of the glossing); voice quality was
ribed on the basis of auditory and acoustic

vation. There are two presenters, a male and a
e, who take turns at hosting a caller, who makes a
st for a record to be played. For each call, the main
ter is transcribed as P, the caller as C, and the other
ter where relevant as P2.

peakers in the calls are both males and females from
er Finland, and a range of dialects is spoken in the
ings. However, there seem to be no substantial

ences between the speakers in the distribution of
odal voice qualities, despite rhythmical, intonational
orphological differences.

honetically transcribed data were analysed from the
ective of conversation analysis in a series of data
ns with native speakers of Finnish who were also
ienced conversation analysts. 257 TRPs were
fied, of which 222 (86%) are followed by turn
ion.



3. THE DISTRIBUTION OF CREAK

Table 1 shows the properties of places in the data where
turn transition occurs. Non-modal voice quality towards
the end of the first turn (T1) (creak, breathiness, whisper,
voicelessness and exhalation) is found in most cases; once
initiated, modal quality is not re-started in the same turn.
Creak is the commonest of these non-modal qualities, and
in approximately 86% of cases is initiated after an
accented syllable and/or a voiceless obstruent [10]. If there
is more than one modality at the end of a turn, the order is
that listed, eg. creak < voicelessness < exhalation.

speaker transition accompanied by: N %
non-modal voice quality in T1 155 69.8%
stylisation in T1 12 5.4%
competitive incoming in T2 2 1.4%
gap between T1 and T2 22 9.9%
laughter in T1 7 3.2%
collaborative completion in T2 1 0.4%
other 22 9.9%
total 222 100%

Table 1: Properties of TPRs followed by a change of
speaker

Other properties of places where turn transition occurs
include rhythmical and/or intonational stylisation (most
common in routine parts of the calls, such as openings and
closings), gaps which leave the transition space open to
either co-participant; laughter; or turns which are marked
as TRPs in some other way such as just intonation, and/or
sequentially.

Fragment 1 exemplifies the normative pattern, where a
TRP is marked by a change of voice quality, which can be
seen in Fig. 2.

Figure1: Change of voice quality in tämmönen, Frag. 1.

There are 37 further cases in the data where transition
relevance is marked but no change of speaker occurs (ie
14% of all prosodically marked TRPs). In 7 cases, the
continued talk by the same speaker is faster than the
immediately prior talk. In 4 cases, the current turn projects
more talk by the same speaker (eg as part of a longer
telling). In 5 cases, an in-breath followed by continued
talk comes immediately after the TRP. In 11 cases, there is
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of 0.2s or more; in these cases, talk by the other co-
ipant was relevant but not forthcoming, and the
t talker produces more talk. In 10 cases, the turn has
biguous ending. The turn reaches pragmatic and

dic completion, but ends with a conjunction such as
r but, which possibly projects more talk by the same
er. In other similar cases, turn transition does occur:
such structures appear to leave the transition space
o either participant.

ers orient to non-modal voice quality turn-finally as
ng transition relevance by coming to the end of their
oon after it is initiated (table 1). If they mark out a
tial TRP prosodically, but there is no turn transition,
se a range of strategies to hold the turn (previous

raph, [10]). Recipients orient to a change to non-
l voice quality as projecting a TRP by coming in
just after it starts or in overlap with it (but not before
his is the commonest pattern for turn-taking in
h. If they come in when transition relevance has not
projected, recipients may engage in more marked
ces, such as competitive incomings. All these
ces show an orientation to non-modal voice quality
 norm for marking transition relevance in Finnish.

in Fragment 2, the talk has reached potential
letion, because the action of the turn (to thank C for
all) is complete [9], and transition relevance is
d with creaky voice. The turn ends however with the

nction ja, ‘and’, which potentially projects more talk
same speaker. At l.2, the transition space is open to
o-participants; and in l.3-4 both speakers start their
urns simultaneously, P producing the continued talk
ted in l.2, C responding to the action of the turn at

ETAILED ANALYSIS OF A FRAGMENT

interactional function of non-modal qualities is
ated in closer detail with the analysis of one
ent of data (Fragment 3).

ragment begins with a question from P to C at l.1.
rn is formatted as an interrogative (marked with the

-ko). The first point of syntactic completion is at the
f the turn. The turn is also prosodically complete at
me point: there is final creak, initiated after the
ess obstruent in the second syllable of keikoilla. The
ent of creak is thus just after the stressed syllable of

cented item in the turn. Thus prosodic completion is
uent with both syntactic and pragmatic completion
]).

C answers P’s question. It comes immediately after
rn is complete: this timing of a second pair part of an
ncy pair relative to the first is consistent with the
iving a preferred response to the prior [11]. This turn
s over l.2-4, and contains several places which are

tially complete syntactically and pragmatically. They
arked with <•> below:
o kyllä • tiätysti • oon ollu • jonkun verran • mutta en
merikassa.



P’s turn in l.3 is not an example of turn transition: rather,
his talk is a minimal response which acknowledges C’s
answer without projecting continued talk from P. Although
it is placed so that it is responsive to C’s positive answer
(ie just after no kyllä tiätys[ti]), it does not orient to the
relevance of turn transition. Prosodically, transition
relevance is marked only once in C’s turn, at the end of
l.4, which has voicelessness followed by laughter. It is at
this point that turn transition occurs, and P comes in.

In P’s turn at l.5-6, he builds on C’s answer and asks
another question which generates talk from C. This turn
contains in l.6 a stretch which looks prosodically like a
TRP, namely the creaky stretch in hauskoja followed by
the gap in P’s talk. However, turn transition is neither
syntactically nor pragmatically projectable at this point. A
relevant answer to the question at this point could be tulee
(repetition of the verb marks affirmative replies), but since
the syntactic phrase which is the subject of the verb
(mitään hauskoja kommelluksia, ‘any funny mishaps’) has
not yet been completed because the head of the phrase
kommelluksia, ‘mishaps’, has not yet been produced, this
possibility does not make sense. What is more, hauskoja
ends with an unreleased glottal stop, which as I have
argued elsewhere [10], is one device available to speakers
to hold a turn. C displays no orientation to this gap as
being transition relevant: she does nothing at this point to
come in. After the gap, P continues. Once the head noun
has been produced, it is clear what kind of answer would
be relevant (ie ‘funny mishaps’), so turn transition
becomes relevant and C comes in with her answer to the
question in l.7. So although the pause looks superficially
like a TRP based just on the voice quality, if other things
are taken into account, it clearly is not a TRP. Here, the
creak serves to index a word search. This fragment is
consistent with the view that finality is a holistic percept
generated by prosody and syntax together [8, 9].

5. CONCLUSIONS

A change of voice quality from modal to non-modal is the
normative pattern for marking relevant speaker transition
in Finnish talk-in-interaction. Both current speaker and
next speaker can be shown to orient to this through the
ways in which they manage turn-taking. Further work is
needed to establish the relationship between voice quality
and intonation in Finnish talk-in-interaction; however, it is
clear that pragmatics, syntax and phonetics are closely
interwoven in the design of turns at talk and in the way
turns at talk are receipted.
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APPENDIX: DATA FRAGMENTS

1. Voix bulgares
1 P oNks    sul˘e   tut˘u    tam˘ºOºn8e8n8h

is-QCLI 2SG-ALL familiar this-kind
have you heard of them

2 C ei  o
NEG be
no

2. Äijö
1 P kiitoksiA       lAinA lindbluºmºiºlº˘eº jºAº

thank-PL-PAR    Name  Name-ALL      and
thanks to Laina Lindblom and

2 (0.4)

3 P [mukAvAº˘]     iºlº˘Aºnº       jºAºtko8A8
 pleasant-PAR evening-GEN continuation-PAR
enjoy the rest of the evening

4 C [ki˘tos ]
thank you
thank you

3. Pelimanni
1 P olit˘eko        koskA˘m mukAnA keiko0i0l0˘0A0

be-PST-2PL-QCLI ever    along  gig-PL-ADE
did you ever go along to the gigs

2 C no  kyl˘la tiatys[ti ] o˘n    ol˘u  joNkuM ver˘An
PRT PRT    of course   be-1SG be-PP somewhat
oh yes of course I did sometimes

3 P                  [j0o0o0]
right

4 C mut˘A en      Amerika8s˘A8 hehe[h
but   NEG-1SG America-INE
but not in America

5 P                              [tule˘ko       mita˘n
                              come-3SG-QCLI any
do any funny

6 hAusko0jA0?| (0.4) kom˘el˘uksi0A0  m0i-e-l-e-˘-n-
funny-PL-PAR     mishap-PL-PAR mind-ILL
mishaps come to mind

7 C no  ?ei ny  nain yhtak˘ia    m˘˘uistA ettah
well no now thus immediately remember COMP
well no I can’t remember now just like that so
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